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Abstract—The radiation therapy decision-making is a complex
process that has to take into consideration a variety of interrelated
functions. Many fuzzy factors that must be considered in the calculation of the appropriate dose increase the complexity of the decision-making problem. A novel approach introduces fuzzy cognitive maps (FCMs) as the computational modeling method, which
tackles the complexity and allows the analysis and simulation of the
clinical radiation procedure. Specifically this approach is used to
determine the success of radiation therapy process estimating the
final dose delivered to the target volume, based on the soft computing technique of FCMs. Furthermore a two-level integrated hierarchical structure is proposed to supervise and evaluate the radiotherapy process prior to treatment execution. The supervisor
determines the treatment variables of cancer therapy and the acceptance level of final radiation dose to the target volume. Two
clinical case studies are used to test the proposed methodology and
evaluate the simulation results. The usefulness of this two-level hierarchical structure discussed and future research directions are
suggested for the clinical use of this methodology.
Index Terms—Decision making, fuzzy cognitive maps, hierarchical intelligent systems, modeling, radiation therapy.

I. INTRODUCTION

R

ADIATION oncology is the clinical and scientific endeavor to cure patients with cancer (malignant neoplasis
and other diseases) using ionizing radiation and to investigate
the biological and physical basis of radiation therapy. The
aim of radiation therapy is to deliver a precisely calculated
dose of radiation to a defined tumor volume with as minimal
damage as possible to the surrounding healthy tissue, resulting
in eradication of the tumor, that means high quality of life, and
prolongation of survival at a reasonable cost.
The clinical use of irradiation is a complex process that involves many professionals and a variety of interrelated functions
and procedures. For determining the treatment of a patient, it is
necessary to know how this tumour will be destroyed and how
the surrounding healthy tissue is likely to be adversely affected
by the applied radiation dose. Different factors some of which
are complementary, others similar and others conflicting, are
taken into consideration when deciding the radiation treatment
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procedure. Each factor has a different degree of importance in
determining (or influencing) the dose and all factors together
determine the success of the therapy [1].
A good number of approaches and methodologies, algorithms, and mathematical tools have been proposed and used
for optimizing radiation therapy treatment plans [2], [3]. Dose
calculation algorithms [4], [5], dose-volume feasibility search
algorithms [6], and biological objective algorithms have been
utilized [7] and dose distributions have been calculated for the
treatment planning systems, satisfying objective criteria and
dose-volume constraints [3]. Algorithms have been proposed
for optimizing beam weights and beam directions [8]. Moreover, steepest-descent methods and gradient-descent methods
have been used to optimize the objective functions, based
on biological or physical indices, and have been employed
for optimizing intensity distributions [9], [10]. Dose-volume
histograms analyses of the resultant dose distributions appear
to indicate some merit to these approaches [11]. Furthermore,
knowledge-based expert systems and neural networks have
been proposed for the optimization of treatment variables
and decision support during radiotherapy planning [12], [13].
Scientists have put much effort into developing the above
approaches to optimize treatment variables and dose distributions. This fact makes apparent the need for a fast, flexible,
accurate, and adaptive tool, based on an abstract cognitive
model, which will be used for the clinical practice simulation
and decision-making [14].
The number, kind, and nature of the parameters-factors that
have to be taken into consideration in determining the radiation
treatment bring up the fuzziness, the complexity and the uncertainty of the whole procedure. These characteristics require the
use of soft computing modeling techniques such as FCMs [15]
that create a sophisticated approach for decision-making in Radiation Therapy.
FCMs incorporate artificial neural networks and fuzzy logic
to create a dynamic model for estimating the final dose received
by the target volume and normal tissues and contributes to the
success of the whole therapy. FCMs have been successfully used
to model complex systems that involve different factors, states,
variables, and events. FCMs can integrate and include, in a decision-making process, the partial influence of controversial factors [16]. FCM model makes apparent the cause and effect relationship among the various fuzzy factors that determine the
radiation dose, keeping it in a minimum level and at the same
time having the best result in destroying tumours with minimum
injuries to healthy tissues and organs at risk, and in accordance
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with the uppermost goal of radiation therapy treatment [1], [17],
[18].
The result of this research work is a decision model based
on human knowledge and experience, consisting of a two-level
hierarchical structure with a FCM in each level that creates
an Advanced Decision-Making System. The lower-level FCM
models the treatment planning, taking into consideration all
the factors and treatment variables and their influence. The
upper-level FCM models the procedure of the treatment execution and calculates the final dose during radiation treatment.
The upper-level FCM supervises and evaluates the whole
radiation therapy process. Thus the proposed two-level integrated structure for supervising the procedure before treatment
execution seems a rather realistic approach to the complex
decision making process in radiation therapy.
The proposed method can help radiotherapists and physicists to select different treatment variables-factors. With this
advanced decision-making system, they can simulate a good
number of different treatment planning procedures taking in
consideration many different fuzzy factors and so to decide if
their selection is acceptable or nonacceptable for the specific
treatment case. It is emphasized here that it is not the aim of this
study to find the best treatment or the best dose, but to introduce
FCM approach in radiation therapy treatment and develop the
two-level hierarchical model for the decision-making.
The outline of this paper follows. Section II presents an
overview of FCM models, how FCMs are developed and
how they model a complex system. Section III discusses the
factors, issues, and problems that have to be considered during
radiation therapy planning procedure. In Section IV, the FCM
model for the radiotherapy planning procedure is designed
and developed and this model is implemented for two clinical
cases proving the validity of the model. Section V introduces
the idea to develop an abstract model to supervise the decision
making process for radiation therapy and proposes a two-level
hierarchical structure for the radiotherapy decision-making
procedure, this structure creates an Advanced Decision-Making
System that is implemented for the cases of two treatment
procedures and proves the usefulness and importance of the
supervision execution procedure. Section VI discusses the
proposed methodologies, structures and their contribution
and validity and Section VII concludes the paper making
suggestions for future research.
II. AN OVERVIEW OF FUZZY COGNITIVE MAP MODELS
Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCMs) have been successfully used
to model complex systems and develop decision support systems. The FCM is a soft computing modeling methodology that
follows a method similar to the human reasoning and human
decision-making process. It utilizes concepts to illustrate the
different aspects of the system’s model and behavior and these
concepts interact with each other showing the dynamics of the
system. FCM structures can be used to represent qualitative
and quantitative data. A FCM integrates the accumulated experience and knowledge on the causal relationship between factors/characteristics/components of the system. The advantage of
the FCM is due to the way it is constructed, i.e., using human
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experts that know the system and its behavior under different
circumstances [19], [20].
The human knowledge and experience on the system is reflected on the kind and the number of concepts and the weight of
the interconnections between concepts of the FCM. Each concept represents one of the key-factors of the modeled system
and is characterized by a value . Between concepts there are
cause and effect relationships that are illustrated in the FCM
. The value of
indicates how
graph with the weighted arc
influences concept . The sign of
instrongly concept
and
is
dicates whether the relationship between concepts
direct or inverse. The direction of causality indicates whether
causes concept , or vice versa. These parameters
concept
to an interhave to be considered when assigning a weight
connection. Thus there will be three types of weights between
concepts: either expresses positive causality between two conor negative causality
or no relationcepts
.
ship
Every concept in the FCM has a value that expresses the quantity of the corresponding physical quality for which this concept
for each concept
at time
is instands for. The value
fluenced by the interconnected concepts and is calculated by the
following rule:

(1)

is the value of concept at time step
is the
where
at time step t, and
is the weight of the invalue of concept
toward concept , showing the
terconnection from concept
on the value of
effect of the change in the value of concept
,
concept , and is the threshold function:
determines the steepness of the continuous funcwhere
tion and ensures that values of concepts belong to the interval
[0, 1].
The methodology for developing FCMs is based on experts
who are asked to define concepts and describe relationships
among concepts; using IF-THEN rules to justify the cause and
effect relationship among concepts and infer a linguistic weight
for each interconnection [21]. Every expert describes each one
of the interconnection with a fuzzy rule; the inference of the rule
is a linguistic variable, which describes the relationship between
the two concepts according to everyone expert and gives the
grade of causality between two concepts. Then the set of fuzzy
weights suggested by experts for each interconnection are integrated using the SUM method and an aggregated fuzzy weight
is produced, which with the defuzzification method of center of
, belonging
area (CoA) [22], is transformed to a crisp weight
.
to the interval
Every expert describes the relationship between two concepts
using the following fuzzy rule with linguistic variables:
a change occurs in the value of concept
a change in the value of concept
Infer The influence from concept
to
is

is caused
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Fig. 1. The general decision support FCM model consisted of selectors,
factors, and outputs.

Where
, and are fuzzy linguistic variables that experts
use to describe the variance of concept values and the degree of
to .
influence from concept
The FCM development method have been improved and supplied with the Activation Hebbian Learning (AHL) algorithm
to train FCM and adjust the values of weights. AHL algorithm
is dependent on time ;
considers that the value of weight
so (1) is updated to a new calculation rule that takes under consideration the asynchronous updating of weights between concepts, as AHL proposes. The proposed learning algorithm overcomes inadequate knowledge of experts and/or nonacceptable
FCM simulation results [23]. This AHL algorithm is described
in Appendix A.
A generic FCM-model for decision-making in radiotherapy
could be consisted of three kinds of concepts as it is illustrated
in Fig. 1. There are concepts representing the Factor-concepts
that are taking into consideration in determining the value of
the Selector-concepts. Selector-concepts are the concepts that
influence the Output-concepts that represent the final decision.
The FCM model can include all the factors and selectors, along
with the existing causal relationships among Factor-concepts
because factors are interdependable. Moreover, Factor-concepts
influence Selector-concepts and the value of each Selector-concept can subsequently influence the degree of the Output-desired concept of the decision support system. This FCM model
is a very abstract model of what a doctor does when he takes a
differential decision on the radiation therapy procedure; he determines the selectors and their values, taking into consideration
all the related factors, and then according to the Selector-concepts values he determines his final decision that in the model
is presented as Output-concepts.
III. RADIATION THERAPY PROCESS AND TREATMENT
PLANNING: ISSUES AND FACTORS
The most common method of treating cancer patients with
radiation is externally applied beams of photons generated by
linear accelerator machines. The objective goal of “three-dimensional (3-D) conformal” radiotherapy is to deliver the
highest dose to a volume shaped exactly with the tumour

shape and to keep the dose level at the minimum value for
healthy tissues and critical organs. The treatment planning is
a complex problem because of intercontracting constraints.
The performance criteria are: maximization of dose and dose
uniformity within the target region and dose minimization to
surrounding critical organs and normal tissues. The process of
adjusting treatment variables and displaying the corresponding
dose distribution is repeated till the optimizations of these
criteria are met.
According to ICRU Report 42, the set of procedures applied
in Radiotherapy treatment planning [24], are anatomic patient
data, definition of the target volume, prescription of the target
absorbed dose, selection and computation of provisional beam
arrangements, best dose distribution according to the radiation
field arrangement, fractionation scheme and simulation of the
components of the plan before the first fraction is applied to
the patient, and the first setup. At every step of the treatment
planning procedure doctors may decide to go back to the previous one if undesirable or unacceptable simulation results are
encountered.
The treatment planning is a complex process where a great
number of treatment variables have to be taken under consideration. The treatment variables could vary according to each plan
and each patient; they are the number of beams, beam weights,
beam orientation, wedge angles, collimator settings, and block
arrangements. The process of adjusting treatment variables and
displaying the corresponding dose distribution is repeated till
the objective criteria of maximum dose, dose uniformity within
the target region and dose minimization to surrounding healthy
tissues and critical organs are considered optimized.
In order to achieve a good distribution of the radiation on the
tumour, as well as to protect the healthy tissues the following
factors should be taken into consideration [25], [26] (more details of the related terms are provided in [27]).
1) Selection of appropriate size for radiation field.
2) Increase entry points of the beam (multiple radiation
field).
3) Selection of the appropriate beam directions.
4) Selection of the weight of each field (dose contribution
of each individual field).
5) Selection the appropriate quality, i.e., energy and type of
radiation (x-rays, -rays, electrons, protons).
6) Modification of field with wedge filters.
7) Processing the outline of the patient with addition of
compensating filter or bolus in place of the missing
tissue.
8) Modification of field with cerrobend blocks or multileaf
collimators.
9) Use of isocentric stationary beam therapy versus isocentric rotation therapy.
10) Patient immobilization.
11) Use of conformal (3-D) instead of conventional two-dimensional (2-D) radiotherapy.
IV. A CLINICAL TREATMENT SIMULATION TOOL (CTST-FCM)
FOR DECISION-MAKING IN RADIOTHERAPY
In the previous section a brief analysis and description of most
factors and treatment variables, that have to be taken into con-
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sideration in determining the radiotherapy treatment procedure
was done. These factors and characteristics will be the concepts
consisting the FCM model for the decision-making procedure
of the radiotherapy treatment.
Radiotherapists and physicists experts are asked to construct
the FCM model taking under consideration the basic beam data
from experimental measurements [28] and the information described at AAPM Task Group 23 test package [29] in order to
retrieve the main factors, selectors and the relationships among
them. The AAPM Task Group 23 test package is useful for the
quantitative analysis of treatment planning systems of photon
beam radiation [30]. Our test package of basic beam dosimetric
data has been developed with experimental measurements, [28],
which is used here for the determination of initial values of concepts and weights.
The concepts of the FCM model for radiotherapy treatment
are divided into three categories: Factor-concepts, Selector-concepts, and Output-concepts. Input (factors and selectors) concepts, represent treatment variables with given or measured or
desired values, and the corresponding causal weights are calculated from experimental data [28], and data from AAPM Task
Group 23 test package [31], [32]. The values of the Selectorconcepts are influenced by the Factor-concepts with the corresponding causal weights and the values of the Output-concepts are influenced and determined by the Factor-concepts and
the Selector-concepts with the corresponding causal weights.
The final decision-making is based on the determination of the
values of the Output-concepts that figure out the final decision.
Values of concepts are described using five positive linguistic
variables depending on the characteristics of each particular
concept, such as very high, high, medium, weak, and zero. The
degree of the influence is represented by a linguistic variable
of the fuzzy set positive very high, positive high, positive
medium, positive weak, zero, negative weak, negative medium,
negative low, negative very low [33]. When concepts represent
events and/or discrete variables, there is a threshold (0.5) that
determines if the event is activated.
Experts develop the FCM model of the radiotherapy treatment procedure, that it is consisted of the 33 concepts that
are described in Table I. Concepts F-C1 to F-C18 are the
Factor-concepts, concepts S-C1 to S-C12 are the Selector-concepts and the concepts OUT-C1 to OUT-C3 are the Output
concepts. The value of the Output-concept OUT-C1 represents
the amount of dose applied to mean Clinical Target Volume
(CTV), which have to be larger than the 90% of the amount of
prescribed dose to the tumor. The value of concept OUT-C2
represents the amount of the surrounding healthy tissues’
volume received a dose, which have to be as less as possible,
less than the 5% of volume received the prescribed dose. The
value of concept OUT-C3 represents the amount of Organs At
Risk (OAR) volume received a dose, which have to be less than
the 10% of volume received the prescribed dose. The values of
Output-concepts can be acceptable or not acceptable, satisfying
or not the performance criteria (according to the doctors and
the corresponding protocols).
Using the development methodology for FCMs [21], the
fuzzy rules for each interconnection are evaluated in parallel using fuzzy reasoning and the inferred fuzzy weights
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are combined and deffuzified and the result is a crisp value
representing the weight of each interconnection. In this way,
the weights of interconnections among Factor-concepts and
Selector-concepts, Selector-concepts and Output-concepts, and
Output-concepts to Output-concepts, are determined. As an
example, the determination of some weights are described:
Experts describe the influence from S-C3 toward OUT-C1
representing the amount of dose to target volume using the following fuzzy rule:
a small change occurs in the value of
a small change is caused in the value of
This means that if a small change occurs in the size of radiation field, then a small change in the value of dose to the target
volume is caused, increasing the amount of dose. So, the influence of S-C3 to OUT-C1 is positively small.
The influence from the F-C2 toward the S-C3 representing
the size of radiation field, is described as
a small change occurs in the value of
a large change is caused in the value of
This means that the size of the tumor, determined by doctor, influences the size of radiation field. Increasing at a small amount
the size of target volume, the size of radiation field increases at
a larger amount, so influence of F-C2 to S-C3 is inferred as positively strong.
The influence from F-C1 toward the OUT-C2 representing
the healthy tissues’ volume received a prescribed dose, is described as
a large change occurs in the value of
a very large change is caused in the value of

This means that the increase in depth of tumor increases very
much the amount of healthy tissues’ volume received the prescribed dose. Thus the influence is positively very strong.
The influence from S-C4 toward the F-C15 representing the
amount of perfect match of beam to target volume-tumor, is
inferred as
a large change occurs in the value of
a very large change is caused in the value of

This means that if more field arrangements are used, the match
of beam to the target volume increases at a very large amount.
Thus the influence is positively very strong.
The influence from OUT-C1 toward OUT-C2, is inferred as
a small change occurs in the value of
a large change is caused in
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TABLE I
THE CONCEPTS OF THE CTST-FCM: DESCRIPTION AND TYPE OF VALUES

This means that if the dose given to the tumor increases, a larger
amount of healthy tissues’ volume receives the prescribed dose
given to the tumor. The influence of OUT-C1 to OUT-C2 is
inferred as positively strong.
Analogous is the methodology of determining all the existent influences between Factor-concepts, Selector-concepts and
Output-concepts.
The Clinical Treatment Simulation Tool based on FCM
model (CTST-FCM) for the decision-making in radiotherapy
is illustrated on Fig. 2 and it is consisted of 33 concepts and
195 interconnections with numerical weights. Initial values
of concepts are taken from data set AAPM TG 23 [29] and
from experimental data [28], and they are normalized and
transformed in the interval [0, 1].

A. Implementation of a Clinical Treatment Simulation Tool
(CTST-FCM) for Two Radiotherapy Planning Case Studies
Radical radiotherapy is commonly used to treat localized
prostate cancer. In this section, we will examine two different treatment cases for prostate cancer therapy using the
CTST-FCM model in order to test the validity of the model.
In the first case the 3-D conformal technique consisting of
six-field arrangement is suggested and in the second one the
conventional four-field box technique. Radiotherapy physicians
and medical physicists choose and specify the initial values of
concepts and weights of the proposed CTST-FCM model, for
each case.
1) Case Study 1: Conformal radiotherapy allows a smaller
amount of rectum and bladder to be treated, by shaping the
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Fig. 2.
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The CTST-FCM model with 33 concepts and 195 interconnections.

high-dose volume to the prostate and low-dose volume to
bladder and rectum, [34], [35], where the target volume is
readily visualized and defined on computed tomography
(CT) [36]. Radiotherapists and medical physicists select the
treatment variables, such as field size, beam direction, beam
weights, number of beams, compensating filters, type and
quality of radiation and they determine the corresponding
weights on CTST-FCM.
For this therapy technique there will be considered a six-field
arrangement with gantry angles 0 , 60 , 120 , 180 , 240 , and
300 , using a 6-MV photon beam radiation. Multiple CT-based
external contours define the patient anatomy and isocentric
beam therapy is used. Beam weights are different for the six
fields, and blocks, wedges are used. The specific characteristics
of conformal therapy determine the values of concepts and
weights interconnections of CTST-FCM model. So, the S-C4
takes the value of six-field number; S-C3 has the value of
“small-size” for radiation field that means that the influence
of S-C3 and S-C4 toward OUT-Cs is great. In the same way
the S-C5 and S-C6 have great influence at OUT-Cs because
different beam directions and weights of radiation beams are
used. Concepts S-C8 and S-C9 take values for the selected
blocks and wedges, influencing the OUT-Cs. The S-C7 takes
the discrete value of isocentric beam therapy. The S-C11 takes
a value for accurate patient positioning and the S-C12 takes the
discrete value of 3-D radiotherapy.
So, considering the above, the initial values of concepts and
weights of interconnections between S-Cs and OUT-Cs are suggested. The value of weights between S-Cs and OUT-Cs are
given in Table III. Tables II and IV gather the weights of in-

terconnections between Factor-concepts and Selector-concepts,
and Output-concepts to Output-concepts, respectively.
The following initial vector is formed for this particular treatment technique:

where

is the value of concept

When the initial values of concepts have assigned,
CTST-FCM starts to interact and simulates the radiation
procedure. Equation (1) calculates the new values of concepts
after each simulation step and Fig. 3 illustrates the values of
concepts for eight simulation steps, where is concluded that
after the 5th simulation step FCM reaches an equilibrium
region, outlined with the following values of OUT-Cs: for
OUT-C1 is 0.98, for OUT-C2 is 0.01 and for OUT-C3 is 0.04.
Based on the referred performance criteria in Section IV, the
calculated values of output concepts are accepted. The calculated value of OUT-C1 is 0.98, which means that the CTV receives the 98% of the amount of the prescribed dose, which is
accepted. The value of OUT-C2 that represents the amount of
the surrounding healthy tissues’ volume received a dose is found
equal to 0.01, so the 1% of the volume of healthy tissues receives the prescribed dose of 81 Gy. The value of OUT-C3 that
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TABLE II
THE WEIGHTS OF THE INTERCONNECTIONS AMONG FACTOR-CONCEPTS AND SELECTOR-CONCEPTS

TABLE III
THE WEIGHTS REPRESENTING RELATIONSHIPS AMONG SELECTOR-CONCEPTS
AND OUTPUT-CONCEPTS FOR FIRST CASE STUDY

TABLE IV
THE WEIGHTS OF THE INTERCONNECTIONS AMONG OUTPUT-CONCEPTS
Fig. 3. Variation of values of 33 concepts for the CTST-FCM for the
CTST-FCM for the first case for eight simulation steps.

represents the amount of the critical organ’s volume (bladder
and rectum) is equal to 0.04, which means that the 4% of the
volume receives the prescribed dose of 81 Gy, which is accepted
because a volume less than the 10% of volume of organs at risk
is accepted to receive a prescribed dose 81 Gy.
After this discussion it is obvious that the CTST-FCM
model, with the initial values of treatment variables and their
interconnections that radiotherapists and medical physicists
proposed for the specific technique of prostate cancer, reach a
set of values that satisfy the performance criteria. So, according
to the CTST-FCM model for this technique, the treatment
could be executed with acceptable results.
2) Case Study 2: In the second case study, the conventional
four-field box technique is implemented for the prostate cancer

treatment. This technique is consisted of a four-field box arrangement with gantry angles 0 , 90 , 180 , and 270 . A single
external contour defines the patient anatomy and isocentric
beam therapy is used. Beam weights have the same value for
four fields and no blocks, wedges, collimator settings, and
compensating filters are used. For this case, the CTST-FCM
has to be reconstructed that means that radiotherapists [34]
have to reassign weights and interconnections because a
different treatment technique is used. Data from AAPM TG 23
and experiments [28], [29] determine the treatment variables
and their interrelationships and so modifying the CTST-FCM
model. For this case, the Selector-concept S-C4 has the value
of four-field number; S-C3 has the value of “large-size” of
radiation field, which means that the influence of S-C3 and
S-C4 toward OUT-Cs is very low. In the same way the S-C5 and
S-C6 have lower influence on OUT-Cs because different beam
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TABLE V
THE SELECTOR-CONCEPTS-OUTPUT-CONCEPTS WEIGHTS FOR THE SECOND
RADIOTHERAPY CASE STUDY

directions and weights of radiation beams are used. S-C8 and
S-C9 have zero influence on OUT-Cs because no blocks and
no wedges are selected for this treatment case. The S-C7 takes
the discrete value of isocentric beam therapy and has the same
influence on OUT-Cs as the above conformal treatment case.
The S-C11 takes a low value for no accurate patient positioning
and the S-C12 takes the discrete value of 2-D radiotherapy.
The weights between S-Cs and OUT-Cs for this case are
given in Table V. If we compare Table V with Table III that
gathers the weights for the first case, we will see that some interconnections have different values.
Using this new CTST-FCM model, with the new modified
weight matrix, the simulation of the radiotherapy procedure for
this case starts with the following initial values of concepts:

The values of 33 concepts are calculated using (1) and the
variation of their values after eight simulation steps are illustrated in Fig. 4. This shows that the FCM interacts and reaches
an equilibrium region, where the final values of OUT-Cs are as
follows: for OUT-C1, 0.97; for OUT-C2, 0.06; and for OUT-C3,
0.15. The calculated value of concept OUT-C1 is within the
desired limits but the values of concept OUT-C2 and concept
OUT-C3 are not accepted. The value of OUT-C2 is equal to
0.06, which means that the 6% of the volume of healthy tissues receives a prescribed dose of 81 Gy. The calculated value
of OUT-C3 describes that the 15% of volume of organs at risk
receives an amount of the prescribed dose. These values for
OUT-C2 and OUT-C3 are not accepted according to related protocols [35].
If these suggested values for Output-concepts were adopted,
the patient would receive a larger amount of dose than the desired one on the normal tissues and sensitive organs. So, it is important to examine all the factors and selectors and their cause
and effect toward the Output-concepts and suggest new treatment variable values changing the planning procedure.

Fig. 4. Variation of values of 33 concepts of CTST-FCM for the second
example, with the classical treatment planning case for eight simulation steps.

3) Discussion of Case Studies: During the treatment planning procedure some treatment parameters have great influence
to the treatment execution and to the determination of the final
dose that is actually received by the target volume and the patient. On the CTST-FCM model standard treatment techniques
are suggested which can be implemented in clinical practice,
and the outcome advise the radiotherapists if this treatment planning technique is acceptable or not for the specific case.
For complex treatment planning problems where the surrounding normal tissues and organs at risk, place severe
constrains on the prescription dose as in the case of prostate
cancer, CTST-FCM model provides an efficient tool for decision making, treatment variables determination and acceptance
of a treatment technique.
However, in practice, the patient receives a different amount
of dose than that determined from the treatment planning, due
to the presence of some other factors, more general, as machine factors and human factors, that are involved in the treatment execution [37]. Also, some of the existent factors referred
on the CTST-FCM model, such as tumor localization and patient positioning change their values easily and it is necessary to
take them into consideration during the final decision-making
process, with a more generic mode for all the patient cases.
Thus, there is a need to determine a concept, named “Final
Dose” (FD), affected by the previous referred parameters and
the OUT-Cs, describing the final decision-making. The concept
of “Final Dose” is an extremely important concept describing
the success of radiation treatment and so the prolongation of patient’s life. The purpose of our approach is not the accuracy of
calculated amount of FD received by the patient, but to describe
the success of radiation therapy process in general, examining
the value of FD.
V. THE HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURE
The CTST-FCM model for the radiotherapy treatment planning process could be enhanced if an upper-level is considered
for supervising the radiation therapy process, creating an
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) Machine factors. This concept describes the equipment
characteristics, maintenance etc.
) Human factors. A concept describing the experience
and training level of medical staff
) Patient positioning and immobilization. This concept
describes the cooperation of the patient with the doctors and following instructions.
) Final Dose given to the target volume. A measurement
of the radiation dose received by the target tumor.
Using the same methodology that was presented in Section II, the Supervisor-FCM is developed. Experts used the
data from AAPM test packages and experimental data from
Radiation Therapy Oncology Group [35] to describe the
relationships among concepts. The connections among the
concepts of Supervisor-FCM are described in Table VI, then the
linguistic variables of weights are defuzzified and transformed
in numerical values and the following weight matrix for the
Supervisor-FCM is produced:
Fig. 5. The integrated two-level hierarchical structure for decision-making in
radiation therapy.

integrated hierarchical structure model, which is illustrated
on Fig. 5. In the lower-level of the structure, there is the
CTST-FCM model of 33 concepts that models the treatment
planning and calculates the dose to the target volume, normal
tissues and organs at risk. In the upper-level, a Supervisor-FCM
model, consisting of six concepts, is used for the parameters
analysis and the final acceptance or not of the treatment therapy
for the specific treatment technique. The Supervisor-FCM handles important information from concepts of the CTST-FCM
model for the description and determination of the specific
treatment outcome and evaluates the whole process. Some of
the treatment parameters represented by the Selector-concepts
such as tumor localization based on CT-scans or portal films,
patient positioning and immobilization; and the concepts of
treatment dose to target volume, normal tissues and critical
organs, are crucial factors for the treatment execution and they
influence the Supervisor-FCM. The three parameters referred
as Output-concepts on the CTST-FCM contribute a lot to the
“Final Dose” and to the successful of treatment process.
The proposed Supervisor-FCM model is developed utilizing
the expert’s knowledge, which actually supervise and take decisions for the radiation therapy process using the notion and
values of tumor localization, patient positioning and the calculated dose from the treatment planning system in order to determine the Final Dose [38]. Also, experts suggest that human
factors and machine factors take part in the determination of the
“Final Dose” [37].
According to experts the Supervisor-FCM is consisted of the
following concepts:
) Tumor Localization. It is dependent on patient contour, sensitive critical organs, and tumor volume. It embodies the value and influence of these three Factorconcepts of CTST-FCM model.
) Dose prescribed from Treatment Planning. This concept describes the prescribed dose and is depending
on OUT-C1, OUT-C2, and OUT-C3 concepts of
CTST-FCM model.

The objective of the Supervisor-FCM is to keep the amount of
concept “Final Dose,” which is delivered to the patient, between
and a low limit
. Ansome limits, an upper limit
other objective is to keep the “Dose from Treatment Planning”
and a minimum value
.
between a maximum value
These objectives are defined by the related ICRU protocols that
describe the accepted dose levels for each organ and region of
human body [39]. The Supervisor-FCM evaluates the success or
failure of the treatment estimating the value of the “Final Dose”
concept. So, the objective for the Supervisor-FCM is to keep the
values of corresponding concepts for “Final Dose” and “Dose
from Treatment Planning” in the range of values:
;
•
.
•
The Supervisor-FCM model is, a generic decision support
model that can be implemented in all clinical treatment cases.
However, the CTST-FCM model is used for standard treatment
techniques in clinical practice, and using the Supervisor-FCM,
a fast and accurate suggestion can be derived, which will help
the radiotherapist-doctor to decide if the technique could be implemented or not. When the result is undesirable or unacceptable, we return on the lower-level through an interface, where
a procedure takes place suggesting new treatment variables and
interconnections among them, changing the values of concepts
and weights. This procedure can be either the selection of another treatment technique or modification of the used one. Then,
through the interface, we return on the upper-level where the
“Final Dose” is calculated and this iterative process is following
till the result is acceptable.
The proposed integrating two-level hierarchical structure is
used to model the complex radiotherapy process. The decision
maker evaluates the value of the “Final Dose” given to the target
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TABLE VI
CONNECTIONS AMONG THE CONCEPTS OF SUPERVISOR-FCM

Fig. 6. The flowchart of the algorithm for supervision execution and
interaction between the two levels of decision support.

volume, and in the case of unacceptable value of “Final Dose,”
some concepts on the CTST-FCM model are influenced through
the interface, so they take new values that cause the CTST-FCM
model to interact. When the lower-level CTST-FCM reaches
an equilibrium region information pass to the supervisor-FCM,
which decides if the new calculated value of “Final Dose” is
accepted or not. The flowchart of this procedure is depicted on
Fig. 6.
The interface transmits information from the CTST-FCM
on the lower-level to the Supervisor-FCM on the upper-level
and vice versa. This interface is consisted of two parts, one
part transmit information from lower to upper and the other
part from upper to lower. Generally, the information from
two or more concepts on the CTST-FCM model are aggregated and through the interface influence one concept in the

Supervisor-FCM, and an analogous interface exists for the
inverse transmission of information. For example, information
from the machine parameters concepts at CTST-FCM model
(Selector-concepts S-C7, S-C9, S-C10) pass through the interface and influence the concept of UC3 “machine factors” at
Supervisor-FCM. Also, information from the Output-concepts
(OUT-C1, OUT-C2, OUT-C3) influences the UC2 “Dose from
Treatment Planning.”
The interface is a set of fuzzy rules. The influences between
values of concepts from one level to the other are representing
using the IF-THEN rules that are embedded into the interface.
The fuzzy rules have as input the values of concepts from the
CTST-FCM model at lower-level and infer the value of concepts
on the Supervisor-FCM.
We have tested and proposed the following fuzzy rules that
describe the part of the interface from lower-level toward the
upper-level.
•

•

•
•

•

•

value of OUT-C1 is very high
values of
OUT-C3) are very low,
value
(OUT-C2
of UC2 is very high.
value of OUT-C1 is the highest
values of
OUT-C3) are the lowest,
value
(OUT-C2
of UC2 is highest.
value of OUT-C1 is high
values of (OUT-C2
value of UC2 is high.
OR OUT-C3) are low,
value of OUT-C1 is very high
values of
value of UC2
(OUT-C2 OR OUT-C3) are low,
is high.
value of S-C3 is very low
values of (S-C7
S-C9
S-C10) are very high,
value
of UC3 is high.
value of S-C3 is very low
values of (S-C7
S-C9 and S-C10) are the highest,
value
of UC3 is very high.
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•

value of S-C3 is very low
values of (S-C7 OR
value of UC3 is
S-C9 OR S-C10) are very high,
high.
value of S-C3 is medium
values of (S-C7 OR
•
value of UC3 is
S-C9 OR S-C10) are medium,
medium.
value of S-C11 is very high,
value of concept
•
UC5 is very high.
value of S-C11 is highest,
value of concept
•
UC5 is highest.
In the same way, with a corresponding set of fuzzy rules the
interface from the upper-level toward the lower-level is developed describing analogous influences from the concepts of Supervisor-FCM toward the Selector-concepts of the CTST-FCM.
A. Simulation to Estimate the Successful or Not of the
Radiation Therapy Treatment Case—First Example
The initial values of concepts on Supervisor-FCM are determined by the values of concepts of lower-level CTST-FCM
model, through the above-described interface, and the user determines the external inputs of the values of concepts referred
as UC5 “human factors” and UC1 “Tumor localization.”
The CTST-FCM that was presented at Section IV for the first
test case is the lower-level FCM. As was presented this FCM
after the simulation had reached an equilibrium region and the
values of Factor-concepts, Selector-concepts, and Output-concepts could be used for the desired treatment planning and calculation of dose on the target volume, normal tissues, and sensitive
organs. These values are inputs to the fuzzy rules consisting the
interface and so they determine the initial values of concepts on
Supervisor-FCM that are given in the following matrix:

For these values of concepts, the Supervisor-FCM with the
is able to examine if they are within
initial weights
the accepted limits for the radiotherapy execution. The Supervisor-FCM is updating by the implementation of AHL rule that
is described in Appendix A and the (A.3) is used to modify
the weights of Supervisor-FCM, and (1) is used to calculate the
values of concepts after each simulation step. After 43 simulation steps, the Supervisor-FCM reaches an equilibrium region,
where the resultant values of concepts are

and the new weight matrix derived after training using the AHL
algorithm is

The AHL algorithm assumes that there is a time relationship
in the changes of concepts values. When the value of one-concept changes, in the next time unit the value of another one con-

cept changes based on the influence of the first one, and this is
referred to as a simulation time step.
Protocols and experimental data prescript the final dose to patient for every treatment case. This information is used to check
out our model. For this first example the calculated value of UC6
“Final Dose” is 0.90, which is an acceptable value according
to the ICRU protocol [38]. Thus, radiotherapists can follow the
suggested values and the treatment will be executed with successful results.
B. Second Case
In this subsection, it will be considered the second test case of
prostate cancer, presented at Section IV, where the CTST-FCM
on the lower-level reach the equilibrium region and through
the interface the following initial concept values for the Supervisor-FCM is produced:

The AHL algorithm is applied to the Supervisor-FCM, so
(A.3) is used to calculate the values of weights and (1) calculates the values of concepts after each simulation step. The simulation starts and after 49 simulation steps the Supervisor-FCM
reaches an equilibrium region where the values of concepts are

and the produced weight matrix of Supervisor-FCM is

The value of UC6 “Final Dose” is 0.86 that is out of range
of the desired-accepted value for execution dose [38]. Thus, the
value of concept “Final Dose” is not accepted and the radiotherapy would not have the expected results. The supervision
execution procedure as is depicted on Fig. 6, suggests updating
the values of concepts on the lower-level FCM and changing
the values of Factor-concepts. In order to update the values of
concepts at lower-level, we follow the upper-lower interface and
we influence the values of the most important Factor-concepts
and Selector-concepts according to the fuzzy rules. So, new
values are assigned to size of radiation field (S-C3), beam direction (S-C5), weight of each field (S-C6), patient immobilization (S-C9), perfect match of beam to the target volume (F-C15).
for
These values along with the rest of the values of
the second case study are resulting in producing the following
values for the concept of lower-level

The CTST-FCM with the values
interacts and
new values for the 33 concepts are calculated according to the
(1) and the new calculated values for Output-concepts are:
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OUT-C1 is 0.98, OUT-C2 is 0.03, and OUT-C3 is 0.07. These
calculated values of Output-concepts are within the accepted
limits for the CTST-FCM model. So, these new updated values
of concepts from CTST-FCM model influence again through
the interface the upper level concepts of Supervisor-FCM,
determining the new concept values

Then, implementing the AHL algorithm for the Supervisor-FCM, the following values of concepts on upper-level
are calculated:

The value of concept UC6, 0.91, is accepted for the treatment
execution. If the calculated “Final Dose” was not accepted, then
the above procedure could continue until the calculated value
of concept “Final Dose” would be accepted. In this way, the supervisor-FCM models and supervises the treatment for prostate
cancer therapy with external beam radiation and more generally
the whole procedure.
VI. OVERALL DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The proposed two-level decision model for radiation treatment procedure takes under consideration an extremely large
number of factors that are evaluated with the use of FCMs. This
dynamic decision-making model for the radiotherapy treatment
process uses the experts’ knowledge and follows a reasoning
similar to the one doctors adopt while deciding on a treatment
plan.
The proposed CTST-FCM model is evaluated for different
treatment cases but it arises the need for an abstract model that
will supervise it. An integrated two-level hierarchical structure
is proposed, that uses two-level FCMs to evaluate the radiotherapy planning procedure. The Supervisor-FCM stands as a
second level control for prediction, decision analysis, and determination of the “Final Dose.” Supervisor-FCM model is improved and becoming more generic with the implementation of
the AHL algorithm that adjusts the weights and ensures the success of the treatment therapy procedure.
In this stage the research work was focused on the study of
knowledge representation and on the development of a two level
hierarchical model based on FCMs. The following have been
achieved:
• Development of a radiotherapy-planning model, the
CTST-FCM model on the lower-level.
• Validation of the Clinical Treatment Simulation Tool
(CTST-FCM) for two cases.
• Development of an abstract generic model to supervise the
process that was enhanced with learning methods to have
better convergence results.
• Description of an interface to transform information between the levels of hierarchy.
• Proposing an algorithm to describe the flow and exchange
of information within the integrated hierarchical system.
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Using the FCM-methodology at lower-level we are able to
model the process of treatment planning, adjusting the treatment variables and calculating the corresponding dose to the
target volumes, organs at risk and normal tissues. Using the
same methodology at upper-level we are able to supervise the
whole procedure of radiation therapy, adjusting the interconnections between the generic treatment variables of upper-level and
calculating the “Final Dose.”
We believe that this modeling method based on FCMs helps
the radiotherapist to simulate the treatment procedure, decide
if the treatment execution will or not be successful, keeping
the prescribed dose between the accepted limits. This decisionmaking system was developed to improve planning efficiency
and consistency for treatment cases, selecting the related factors and treatment variables, and describing and determining the
causal relationships among them.
Unlike most optimization methods are used to solve complex
treatment planning problems; the proposed FCM approach is
not intended to generate novel plan designs in terms of beam ballistics (directions, apertures, weights, and wedges) or intensity
modulation, but rather to create a simulation tool to help physicians and medical physicists to select the treatment variables, to
save time determining the treatment technique and make decisions before the treatment execution. Calculating dose distributions, making optimization on treatment technique and scheduling treatment therapy is beyond the scope of our research at
this point, these optimization methods are used in mathematical models such as the gradient descent or MOGA or Pareto
cost functions. The primary purpose for using the FCM approach is to develop a clinical treatment simulation tool for decision-making in radiotherapy, which will facilitate the iterative
process used by medical physicists and radiotherapists off-line.
In the future more concepts [40] and optimization cost functions
could be considered in developing further the Supervisor-FCM.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The most common approaches used today for optimization
of treatment variables and the methods for optimizing complex beam arrangements or intensity-modulated beam shaping
have appeared to have limited clinical applicability, due in part
to practical constrains on the number of beams, orientation of
beams collimator settings, wedge angles, based on the construction and function of treatment machines and in part to the computational time required to obtain an optimized plan. A major
problem is the complexity of the decision-making process for
Radiotherapy and the fact that many fuzzy factors must be taken
under consideration that make it too complicated to be modeled precisely. Here a two-level hierarchical structure based on
the soft computing modeling technique of FCMs was proposed,
that is implemented in the decision making process for Radiotherapy.
The proposed structure is easily implemented in clinical
practice and provides a fast, accurate, reliable, and flexible tool
for decision-making in radiotherapy procedure. The test cases
that were investigated proved the feasibility and validity of the
model giving very promising results. At present, the system
is not used clinically, but it has been tested with clinical data,
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with similar and/or either better result than the usual treatment
practice reported on the medical literature.
Future direction of this research effort could include:
• further improvement of the Supervisor-FCM model;
• investigation of the optimization methods of soft computing techniques in order to eliminate the present limitation of the proposed method as mentioned earlier;
• running simulations with new clinical data;
• validation of the proposed CTST-FCM tool under
real-time medical radiotherapy treatment;
• sensitivity analysis.
APPENDIX
The AHL algorithm introduces the asynchronous updating
for the weights of FCM and the calculation of the desired values
of concepts. The asynchronous mode suggests that for each time
step, during the simulation run there is only one activation concept at the FCM. The new value of the activation concept acts as
a trigger, which causes updating of the weights of the connections between the activation concept and the others. It should be
noticed here that experts initially choose the activation concept
for every time step, according to the infrastructure of the fuzzy
cognitive map. So, experts who determine the most important
factors-concepts that affect the desired value of concept define
the sequence of activation steps between concepts.
The AHL adjust the weights between interconnections using
the following discrete type of asynchronous mode:
(A.1)
with value
is the acHere, it is supposed that concept
is the value of the activation concept
tivation concept.
on the iteration and
is the value of interconnected
take
concept at the same iteration. The coefficients and
and
, and it is also
positive values,
.
supposed that
According to the established procedure of constructing FCM
[21], initially experts draw the FCM and suggest the weights
. It is desirable to keep in mind their suggestions. Thus the
coefficient is suggested to take values near to one but it never
is the learning rate coeffibecomes equal to it. Coefficient
cient that affects concepts at any iteration and determines the
modification of the values of weights. After some iterations, it
on
, so
is desirable to eliminate the influence of
decreases exponentially
it is proposed that the coefficient
and finally, after a number of iterations, takes very small value.
The learning rate coefficient is expressed as
(A.2)
where is a constant coefficient with value 0.02 that has been
proven to be the best choice after many simulation experiments
to
[23]. The parameter is chosen so that the value of
decrease slowly with no sharply attenuation for the first 20 steps.
The suggested value of is between 0.1–0.2 and here the used
one is 0.1 [23].

Thus, the AHL rule of (A.1) with substitute of (A.2) is transformed in the following equation that calculates the new value
of weight
at iteration
:

(A.3)
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